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This paper studies optimal information and optimal algorithms in Hilbert space 
for an n-dimensional average case model. The error in approximating a Iinear 
operator is the average of some error criterion E with respect to an orthogonally 
invariant measure. The orthogonally invariant measures are characterized and the 
problem of best approximation is solved for a wide range of error criteria E. In 
addition it is shown that nduption does not help. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the general problem of estimating the 
action of a linear bounded operator A on a real, separable Hilbert space 
S when only finite information is available. Here information is provided 
by a map N from Z@ into the space R” of fixed finite dimension ~1. Knowing 
Nf, f E .#“, one seeks, the best recovery of Af by means of an algorithm q, 
that is, a map cp: R” --t 8. In other words the difference A - QN should be 
as small as possible in a specified sense. 
For a worst case error criterion this setup has been examined in [4, 5, 
X-lo] and others. Here we relate to an average error criterion as in [6-8, 
12-161. Assuming p to be a Bore1 probability measure on X with mean 
zero and finite second moment jP I\f\\‘&(f), the error to be minimized 
is 
4% N) = (& -WV- WV) 44f) (1) 
for some function E: 2 --f R + = [0, 00 [. The classical choice for E is 
E(f) = llSl12, which constitutes the average squared error. But also the 
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probabilistic or hit-and-miss criterion conforms to tbis framework if we 
&xx fW3 = 1 ~~,mcW-ll 1. 
It is the striking result of [14] (see also 16, 7, 13, 15, 16]) that for t 
average squared error and a certain class of “Qrtbogo~a~~y ~v~r~a~tq9 
measures ,u adaptive linear information is nob superior to ~~n~~~~~~~~~ 
linear information. For such p, possessing a high degree of spatial sym- 
metry, the minimal error e(cp, N) can be obtained 
God-adaptive linear information operators N an 
sphne algorithms cp. 
Given the implications of this result it becomes of i 
its precise range of validity, i.e., to determine wh measures p are 
ortbogo~a~ly invariant. Examples from [ 141 are aussian measures and, in 
finite dimensions, measures h absolutely continuous wi 
Lebesgue measure m so that the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
tion invariant in a suitably perturbed inner product. Et turns out that these 
~xarn~~es are quite characteristic. Denote by 
p and assume that the range of C is infinite 
~rt~ogo~a~ly invariant if and only if it has a re~~es~~tati~~ 
where pK is the Gaussian measure on 8 with mean zero a 
operator K and v is a Bore1 probability measure on R + 
representation (2) is uniquely determined unde he condition I = JF L &(dj 
in which case we denote the measure p by p>. ne may note from (2) that 
the projection of p: onto any finite dimensio subspace of A? i~var~~b~y 
Es absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. 
The error criterion (1) has a simple probabilistic inte 
X is a second order random variable taking values in 
induced distribution on &? the error e(cp, pi) is the 
E((A - y7N)X). Of course Gaussian measures h ari 
variables X. But suppose that X is in fact an instance, say 
stochastic process (X, > fa o, where each X, has the distribution bzC. If the 
observation time T is subject to noise it may differ from its nominal value 
T= 1, transforming the variable X=X1 into X=Xr, where X,(o) = 
(XTCw))(w) for each outcome CO. Under the hypothesis of statistical inde- 
pendence of {X, > ta o and T, the distribution of X = X, is p;, where v is t 
distribution of T. Thus even starting in a purely Gaussian setting it IS 
possible to arrive naturally at measures of the type PC. 
In Section 2 of this paper we prove the structure theorem (2) and d 
some ancillary properties of orthogonally invariant measures As I 
recently become aware it appears from a remark in [ 16: p. 363 ] that the 
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connection between orthogonally invariant measures and the “elliptically 
contoured” measures [3] of the form (2) has been noted previously by 
Kwapien in private communication. However, since the present approach 
is quite different from the one in [3] and the results are sharper, I feel it 
is justified to present this material. 
Next, in Section 3, we study the approximation problem for orthogonally 
invariant measures. For a quite general class of error criteria E it is proved 
that adaptive information N is not more powerful than non-adaptive infor- 
mation and that for a given non-adaptive N the natural spline algorithm is 
optimal. In particular there is a linear optimal algorithm. The set of E’s 
considered includes the average squared error and the probabilistic error. 
Consequently our approach unifies and improves previous results for 
orthogonally invariant measures and the squared error [12, 14, 151 and 
Gaussian measures and more general criteria [ 13, 16, (6), (7)]. In addition 
a number of new results and uniqueness results are obtained. 
2. ORTHOGONALLY INVARIANT MEASURES 
Let X be a real Hilbert space of finite or countable dimension. Consider 
on 2 a Bore1 probability measure p with mean zero, finite second moment 
JX l[f[[2 d/~(f), and covariance operator C, defined by 
c, = s, (f 0 f) &4fk 
Here the Hilbert-Schmidt operators on 2 are identified with the tensor 
product A? @ Z& through (fi 0 fi) g = (g, fi)f2. It is assumed that C, is 
injective and that p is symmetric, i.e., SP F(‘(f) &(f) = j% F( -f) &(f). 
Following Wasilkowski and Wozniakowski [14] we define the sym- 
metric measure p to be orthogonaZZy invariant if p = p 0 Q,Y’ for all f E X 
normalized so that (CJ, f) = 1. Here Qf is the operator Qr= 
2(f @ CJ) - I which satisfies Qf = I provided (CJ f) = 1. 
Recall that the Fourier transform or characteristic functional fl of p is 
the function from .Y? into @ defined by 
ci(f I= $, ewG(g,fN 4&d, fE%, 
and that fi determines p uniquely [ 11, pp. 111. For any non-zero vector g 
in J? denote by 1, the functional Z,(f) = (C, g, g)-l’* (f, g), f E A?. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a symmetric measure p the following are equiva- 
lent. 
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(a) The measure p is orthogonally invariant. 
(b) All measures pal;‘, gEZ’\(O), are equal. 
(c) There is a function g: R, -+ R! so that 
fiu-I= &w,J; fP2h fE2r. 
(d) There is a twice continuously differentiable, positive definite j&c- 
tion g,: R + R such that 
r;(f) = &((C,.L .P)> f E 29 
and 
g,(O) = 19 gpN= 0, g;(o)= -1. 
Further if p is orthogonally invariant and if for some fimction g: 58 + -+ R 
and self-adjoint operator C it holds that ,2(f) = g((CJ; f )li2), f E 2, then 
there is a constant y 3 0 such that C, = y2C and g(s) = g,(ys), s 3 0. 
ProoJ: (a) * (c). Assume (C,fl, fi) = (Csf2, f2). Let g be the vector 
g = (qul ff2)> fl + f2)P2 (fi + f2). As (C,(fi +f2)3 fi + f*) = 
2((C,f,, fi) + (C, fl, fi)) one may verify that Q,*f, =,f2~ Consequently 
PUJ=M2e,‘(f,) = F(Q,*fi)=P(f2). 
(C)Z- (a). It is straightforward to verify the relation QrC,Q,* = C,,. 
Thus 
P~YR) = li&?r*d 
= gW,Q,*g, Qjk)““) 
= g((C, g> gP2) 
= P(g), gEx. 
(c) + (b). This equivalence is seen from 
p3ys)=p(s(c 8 g g)-f’2g) IL ’ > SER. (3) 
(c) => (d). Denote the common value of p 0 l;’ by ,G. It is apparent 
from (3) that p(s) = g(s), s > 0. Now (d) is simply the statement hat g, = @ 
is the transform of a probability measure with mean zero and secon 
moment one. 
To prove the final statement of the proposition assume that 
P(f) = g,((C,J; fP2) = g(Kf,fP2), f E 2‘ 
Consider any non-zero vector g in ~9 and put cx’ = (C, g, g), /3* = (Cg, g)~ 
Then fi(sg) = g,( Is/ a) = g( Is//I). If /I = 0 then fi(R . g) = (11 and p is con- 
640/61,'2-3 
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centrated on the orthogonal complement of g, contradicting the standing 
assumption that C, is injective. Thus g(s) = g,(ys), s 2 0, holds with y = 
a/p. Since the identity g,(y . ) = g can be true for at most one value of y it 
follows that 
(C, g> g) = (Y”% g), ge&f. 
The equality C, = y2C is seen by polarization. m 
As stated in the introduction we denote by ,LL= the Gaussian measure on 
X with mean zero and covariance operator C. Similarly p> denotes the 
measure given by 
for all Bore1 sets a’. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let p be an orthogonally invariant measure on an infinite 
dimensional, separable real Hilbert space 3. Then there is a Bore1 proba- 
bility measure v on R + with 1 = SF t ‘dv(t) and positive nuclear operator 
C = C, such that p = &. The pair (C, v) is unique. 
ProojI By the proposition we can express fi as P(f) = g,((C,f, f)“2), 
f E &‘. Since g, is continuous, ,ii is positive definite, and C, has dense range 
it follows that the function g,( llfll) is positive definite on Z’. Hence by a 
famous theorem of Schoenberg [2, p. 1521 the function g,(n) for t > 0 
is the Laplace transform 9v of a Bore1 probability measure v on R + . For 
convenience we express this as 
g,(t) =jom exp( - t’s/2) dv(s), t > 0. (4) 
In turn (4) implies 
P(f) = jam ew( - &A fM dv(t) 
= s m G(f) dv(t), f~H. 0 
Hence fi equals the transform of the well defined mixed measure p”c, and 
the two must be equal. Since 
C, = Jom (tc,) dv(t) 
clearly 1 = f; t dv( t). 
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If p = pg is some other representation one finds 
where g(fi) = (P+)(t) and g,(G) = (9v)(t), t > 0. The desired iden- 
tification (V, c) = (v, C,) follows from combining g”(0) = - JF 1 &(t) = - 1 
with the proposition above and the injectivity of the Laplace transform. 
It is apparent that the projection p 0 p-l of ,U = ,u: onto a finite dimen- 
sional subspace of ~9 is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Lebesgue measure m 
with a Radon-Nikodym derivative d(,u 0 p - ‘)/dm which is VW outside zero.. 
If v vanishes in a neighbourhood of zero d(,u 0 p ~ ‘)/dm even belongs to the 
Schwartz space 9. In contrast, for any finite dimension, normalized 
integration over the boundary of the unit ball is an orthogonally invariant 
measure singular w.r.t. Lebesgue measure. In dimension one this is p = 
i(S1 +6-r) with transform I;(t) = cos(t) = cos((t2)lj2) which is not even 
positive. 
The two corollaries to Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.1 demonstrate 
that the Gaussian measures have properties which are quite distinct from 
those of a general orthogonally invariant measure. 
COROLLARY 2.3. If an orthogonally invariant measure p is a product 
measure with respect to a non-trivial orthogonal decomposition # = 
Sl @ X2, then p is a Gaussian measure. 
Proof choose non-zero vectors f. in S$ and put /?I~ = (C,J., J;). Denote 
by 6, the function G,(t) =g,,(fi), t 2 0, which by 1’Hospital’s rule 
satisfies 
lim G;(t) = -i. (51 t-o+ 
By hypothesis $(A.,fr + A2f2) = b(A,fl) P(A&). Gonsequentiy, as fli2 is 
readily shown to be zero, 
G,(~:&I + ~:iL) = G,(J:Ad G,V3322)> ai E R. (61 
In combination with (5) the functional equation (6) implies G,(t)= 
exp( - t/2), t > 0. Thus ,LL = ,uLcP. 1 
For any measure A (on R + ) and positive real number a denote by .A” the 
measure 
j” F(x) d/2”(x) = 1 F(Ex) dA(x). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let p be the convolution measure ,a = ,a1 * p2, where 
,uj = p& 
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Then p is orthogonally invariant only if either pi are both Gaussian or the 
covariances Ci are proportional. 
Proof. The proof is based on (b) of Proposition 2.1. Since C, = C, + Cz 
is known we may set out to determine when /JO I;‘, ge X\(O), are all 
equal. Notation will be as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Now ~~018~=(11~0Zgl)*(11~0Zg’)andfor 
a = (Cl g, gP2 ((Cl + C2) g, 8)-1/2 
one finds that 
m = m)(s) . i=(s) 
= ($q$ P(s) 
= b,(as) i2((1 - a2)‘12 s) 
Thus the requirement is that the functions 
g,(s) = gl(as) g2((l - a2P2 3) (7) 
should be independent of the parameter a as it ranges over the closure 
I=K- of the set 
K=(IIc:‘2glI .Il(Cl +c2P2g/r1 I &F~\(O)l. 
But I is precisely the set { (IC~/2(C, + C2)-1/2fll ( llfjl = 1) - which in turn 
is identical to the square root W112 of the numerical range 
w= {((Cl +G-1’2 Cl(Cl +G-“2f,f)I llfll= I>-. 
In particular, I is an interval. 
In case 1, and hence W, is a singleton set we find by polarization that the 
Ci are proportional. Otherwise we may differentiate (7) with respect to a 
in the interior of I to obtain 
(1 - a2)lj2 g;(as) g2(( 1 - a2)l/‘s) 
= agl(as) gk((l -a2)1’2 s), afsI,sER. 
Since g, are everywhere positive this can be rewritten as 
(1 -a”) $ (In gd4) 
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and consequently for any fixed a in I 
sib) (1-‘a2)=g2((1-a2)1’2~)u2,~Ea;P. C&l 
On comparison with (7), with the common value of g, denoted by g, tkis 
yields 
gl(as) = ~(~Y*, afl, SE 58, 
and it follows that the function gr(t) equals the function exp(t* In g(B)) 
through the interval I. Since gr(c) is the Laplace transform of a 
probability measure it has an analytic continuation to the open right half 
plane. In turn g, has an analytic extension to the interior of a 45’ cone 
symmetrically including the positive real axis. Thus from uniqueness 
of analytic continuation and the condition g;‘(O) = - 1 the identity 
g1(t)=e-‘2/2, te[W + , follows. Hence pl, and likewise ,u~, are Gaussian. 
Remarks. (a) To connect Corollary 2.4 with our introductory con- 
siderations regarding random variables X,, let 2 be a sum Z = X, + Y, of 
two independent variables of this kind. Corollary 2.4 states that if the 
covariance parameters of (Xt),aO and ( Ys)saO are not proportional then Z 
has an orthogonally invariant distribution only if T and S are constants. 
(b) One property, however, characteristic of Gaussian measures is 
preserved for orthogonally invariant measures p = p>. When { ej>]? 1 and 
P&‘/Y1 are the eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues of G the limit 
n _ +cg (l/n) cj”= I (f, ej)2//2i still exists for p almost all f in 2. 
need no longer be equal to one, ,D. a.e. In fact v is equal to pop-’ and pIc? 
fER+, are the conditional measures for (p(S) = r>, where 
p(f)= lim ‘&A- bJ; eJ2 
n--+m n i=l .hj 
can be given any value on the set of non-convergence, 
3. APPROXIMATION OF LINEAR OPERATORS 
This section investigates the Approximation of a linear bounded operator 
A: &‘-+X with respect to some fixed orthogonally invariant measure 
p = PC. First it is necessary to introduce further definitions and notations” 
When the Hilbert space X is identified with its own dual space of 
functionals, an adaptive linear information operator N: X -+ R” is any 
map of" the form Nf=b,)Y=,, where y1 =(A gl), si2 =(A g2tyl)). -.) 
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Yn = (f, &(Yl, a..> yn- 1)), and gi: R’- ’ -+ 9 are measurable functions for 
1 < i<n. Thus the ith point of evaluation is allowed to depend 
(measurably) on the previous (i- 1) outcomes. The information operator 
or just information N is called non-adaptive if the gi are constant functions, 
i.e., the points of evaluation have been chosen a priori. Given an error 
functional E the error of an algorithm cp is defined by 
and the radius of an information operator N is 
r(N) = inf e(cp, N). 
rp 
Without essential oss of generality it is assumed that 
Ccgi(Y)9 gj(Y))=s, 
holds for almost all y in R”. For y = (yi)r= 1 in R” of course g,(y) means 
gi(YlY ...v yi- 1). Also for y in Iw” we adopt the notation [ 131 
MYI= f: Yjcgj(Y) 
j=l 
0(Y)= i gj(Y)O ctTj(Y) 
J=I 
and 
S(Y) = u-a(Y)) w- 4Y))*. 
The measure p’& is transformed by N into the measure pyI on R”. This is 
readily verified when the gi constantly equal suitably normalized eigenvec- 
tors for C; the general case then follows from [ 14, Theorem 4.21. In [ 13, 
Theorem 3.11 it is shown that for ,U = pc the conditional measure for 
{Nf = y} is the Gaussian measure ,u~(,),~(,,) with mean m(y) and 
covariance S(y), i.e., 
PC = jRn PdY),.%Y) &l(Y) (9) 
with each L(~),~(~) supported on (f ) Nf = y }. The next proposition deter- 
mines the corresponding resolution of an orthogonally invariant p with 
respect o N. 
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Denote by WS the density function W,(y) = (277~))“‘~ exp(- /y(j”/L?sj, 
y E Iw”, and by W” the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
W”(Y) = 2 (Y) = joG W,(y) dv(s). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. It holds that 
where each probability measure 
O” py= qy)-’ I ~rn(y),ss(s-~~~~) W,(Y) dv(s) (1~~ 0 
is supported on (f 1 Nf = y}. 
Proqf Application of (9) to the covariance operators C = SC and the 
informations ,V given by gi = s-l12gi demonstrates that 
and that each ,um(s~~~y),ss(y) is upported on {j’( NY= s”~L}. Thus 
m 
& = .i s clm(sq),ss(y) &Ay) dv(s) 0 W” 
which after reshuffling, using 
= 5 I m F(s, s-“~L,) W,(y) dv(s) dy, UP 0 
becomes (10) and (11). 0 
In the sequel the following very general class of error functionals is 
considered. A measurable function E: X --+ D;p + is called an allowable error 
functional if each set 
is convex and balanced. This includes the average squared error and the 
error in probability. Moreover every convex function E: A@ + iw + with 
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E(0) =0 is allowable. We shall refer to E as a standard error function 
if Bt has the form Bt = F(t)S?, where 59 is a bounded, convex, open set 
containing zero and F is a continuous bijection of R, . In this case E is 
given by E(f)= G(p,(f)) for G= F-’ and the continuous Minkowski 
seminorm p,(f) = inf( t > 0 1 f E t65# }. The set of standard functionals 
includes in particular functions of the type E(f) = H( l\fil). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let E be an allowable error functional and let pC be a 
Gaussian measure. Then the function 
xk)=jx E(f -g)ddf) 
of g in 2 attains its minimum value at g= 0. If x(O) is finite and E is a 
standard functional this minimum is unique. 
ProoJ The main tool here is the identity 
x(g) = $, E(f) d/+x(f) = jom t d(~Lg,c@%)). (12) 
Optimality of g = 0 follows from pg, o(9JZ) 6 P,-(s%~), t E R + , which holds by 
the hypothesis on BZ,, cf. [13, Lemma 3.11 and [1, Theorem 11. 
If conversely, x(O) = x(g) < + CC then necessarily p&Bit) = P&C?&), 
tER+. For thestandardcase (St),,,isequal to {t9$>tso. From (12)and 
the symmetry of pc 
jz p&f )ddf I= j, p&f- g) &c(f) 
Combined with the convexity of pa this implies 
2P,(f) = P,(f - g) + P&f + ‘k?)? pc a.e. (13) 
Take a sequence f, + 0 for which (13) holds. Then by the continuity of pS 
(B open), p&g) = 0, and by the faithfulness of pa (%Y bounded) g = 0. 1 
When N is non-adaptive the constant values of S(y) and g,(y) are simply 
denoted S and gi. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that N is non-adaptive information, p = p> is an 
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orthogonally invariant measure on S, and E is an allowable error functionai. 
Then 
(a) The spline algorithm 
is an optimal algorithm. When e(@, N) is finite and E is a ~ta~d~~d 
functional 9’ is a unique optimal algorithm. 
PI r(N) = f~ E(f) d~iw(f). 
(c) When E is p-homogeneous, i.e., E(af) = (cc(~ E(f)S 
Prooj (a) Due to Proposition 3.1 
where 
jp EM-- v(y)) ddf) = W’(Y) -’ joz W,(Y) 
From this and Lemma 3.2 it is clear that the algorithm cp”(y) = Am(y) (5~ 
almost all y) has the desired properties. 
(b) Just combine (15), (16), and (a). 
(c) This is a consequence of the general relation 
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It is seen from 3.3(c) that for E(f) = ~&f)~ and other p-homogeneous 
functions the approximation problem for p: is equivalent to the one for 
PC. 
Next we want to consider a restricted class of sets P2. But before we do 
so it is appropriate for us to touch on the problem of optimal information. 
Denote by R, the operator 
R, = ASA* = A(I- a) C(I- a)* A* 
and define the nth radius of the approximation problem to be 
r” = i;f r(N). 
In the next proposition it is tacitly assumed that all eigenvalues of ACA* 
are non-degenerate. The general case is similar but more complicated to 
state. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Assume that E is a standard error functional of the 
form E(f) = fJ( llfll ). 
Then r* = r(m), where the information fl is given via the n principal eigen- 
values and eigenvectors (Li, fi) of ACA* through gi = il;‘/*A*fi. If N is any 
information then r(N) = r(n) if and only if 
Rg, + ..* + Rg, = iwg, + ..’ + [wg,. 
Proof. By 3.3(b) the value of r(N) increases when the eigenvalues of 
ASA* increase. Compute 
R,=A 
( 
I- i g,@Cgi C I-i Cgi@gi A* 
i=l ) ( i= 1 ) 
=AC 
( 
I-k Cgi@gi ‘A* 
i=l 1 
=AC 
( 
I-i Cg,@gi A* 
i=l > 
=AC 112 I- 
( 
f C “*gi @ C1’*gi C “=A*. 
i=l > 
Then R, is given by 
R, = AC’j2(I- P) C112A*, 
where P is the orthogonal projection onto the linear span of (C ““g,}~= 1.
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The non-zero eigenvalues of R, = (AC”‘(I- P))(AC”‘(I- P))* equal 
those of 
r?, = (AC”2(1- P))* (AC”+ P)) 
= (I-P) C”*A*AC”‘(I- P). 
Repeating the argument we note that the (non-zero) eigenvahres of 
C”2A*AC”2 are {lzi>Zy 1. Consequently a minimal set of eigenvalues for 
R,, namely (li)zYn+l, exists and is obtained if and only if 
a7Pe2g, -I ... +Rc1’2g,=Ryi + ‘.. +lRq,, (1-u 
where yii are the y1 principal eigenvectors of C”‘2A*AC1’2. However, vi are 
proportional to C’12A*fi and (17) is equivalent to 
Rig, + ... + Rg, = IWA*f, + ‘.. + [WA*fn. 
The above proposition, which improves [ 13, pp. 738-7411, is included at 
this point mainly to emphasize that the directions in 2’ determined by the 
eigenvectors {fi} T= I of ACA* have a special significance. Thus prepare 
the reader will hopefully admit to the relevance of the sets .!B in the 
following corollaries to Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let E be the functional E(f) = G(p,(f )), where B is 
defined by 
for some bounded set { ai}zc 1 of positive numbers and G is a continuously 
differentiable bijection of R + . Let 8 be the real part of the fumtion 
q(l) = fi (1 -2i3,%jaj)-“2. 
j=ntl 
Then 
r(N)= G((ts)“2) e(t) dt dv(s), 
where 6 denotes the Fourier transform. 
ProoJ: First we claim that 
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We shan’t go into the details of this. The proof is an application of the 
characteristic function trick that can be found for instance in [17, pp. 661. 
Now for F= G-’ 
1 co =- J 2F’( t) F(t) cos(F( t)2 A) +A) d/z n -cc 
2 = J ; 2s-IF’(t) F(t) e(s~‘F(t)~) 
2d 
= 
J 
; z (s-‘F(t)‘) @-‘F(t)*) 
and by Theorem 3.3(b) 
r(N)= : 0m J, J oa t $(s-‘F(Q) 
x &-‘F(Q2) dt dv(s) 
2 JJJ = - ~ om f G((t~)l’~) c!?(t) dt dv(s). 
This is (18). 1 
COROLLARY 3.6. For each E(f) = pB(f)2” it holds that 
r(R) = r(fl, p$‘) = (-i)” q(“)(O) ]Om sp dv(s). (19) 
In particular 
r(N, p’,) = f Ajaj 
j=n+l 
and 
r(R, p”,) = 
( 
2 2 tAjajj2 + 
j=nfl 
(,$+, Ajajr) Jr s2dv(s). 
Proof. From (18) 
2 O” 
r(R p2) = ; 
J-J o 
d(t) dt jorn sp dv(s). 
Here the second factor may or may not be finite. Our objective is to deter- 
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mine the value of the first factor. Since 6(t) = i(q(t) + q(--t)) it follows 
that &t)=i(~$(t)+@(-L)). Hence 
q@(t) f @(-t)) dt 
ItIP e(t) dt. 
When p is even this is 
and we are done. For odd p (20) can be rewritten as 
(-i)” 00 
$c 1-m 
sgn(t) (dr‘(f) df. 
The function or tempered distribution sgn has Fourier transform sg?r = 
( - 0 ,/‘% Vp(llt), w h ere Vp denotes the Gauchy principal value. Thus 
(20) is equal to C-V+’ lims PW ___ dt. 71 e-o+ jrjae 2 
To estimate this integral we exploit the fact that z-l/* is an analytic 
function of z in the half plane {zECIR~ z>O}. Indeed Z-I/~= 
(l/G) fYoo eMzX2 dx. In turn q is analytic in the region 
{ZE @ I Im z 3 -y >, where y = (maxi 2Ajai)-’ and the integral of cp(z)/z 
along the contour indicated in Fig. 1 is zero for any values of E and 
iIR 
4 
FIGURE 1 
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Since the integral along the semicircle rR converges to zero it follows that 
the limit in (22) is in fact 
(-zip” lim 
s 
L p(Eeie) 
i.seze d6 
7x E-O+ 0 .zeie 
= (-i)” qP’(0). 
Finally, this expression is calculated for the specific values p = 1 and p = 2 
by use of 
v’(z) = 4) cp(Z)> (23) 
where 
cc Ajaj 
A’z)=ij=~+l (l-2izAjaj)’ ’ 
Remark. By iterating (23) and using 
A(kJ(0)=(i)k+12k.k! f ()liaj)k+l 
j=n+l 
one may of course generate any desired instance of (-i)” ~p(~‘(0). But we 
have not been able to find a closed expression for this. 
COROLLARY 3.7. For E(f) = ljflj 2p the nth radius Y” = r”( jl I Ij *p) of the 
approximation problem is 
r”( II . II 2p) = ( - i)” cpCp)(0) Joa sp dv(s), 
where q(z) = nj”_ n + 1 (1 - 2izlj)-“2. In particular 
fYII.l12)= f Aj 
j=n+l 
and 
ProoJ Combine Corollary 3.6 and Proposition 3.4. 1 
For E(f) = \lfll* and other standard functionals of the form E(f) = 
H( lifll) we may derive a rather nice expression for the optimal approxima- 
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tion qN. From Theorem 3.3(a) and Proposition 3.4 it follows that qN is 
optimal if and only if Rg, + ... + Rg, = Rg, + ... + 522, and q has the 
form (14). Again let P denote the projection onto the linear span of 
( ii> := 1. Since (C “‘gi} ;= 1 is an orthonormal basis in C l12P one finds, for 
any f in the domain of C -lj2, 
q”N(S) = i (f, gi) ACgi 
i=l 
=AC’12 f (C-‘f”f, C1/2gi) C’/“g, 
i=l 
where Q is the projection onto C’12P= span{?,}:= 1 (cf. the proof of 
Proposition 3.4). Here the equation @N(f) = AC’i2QC -l”f is independent 
of the choice of { gi}r= 1. Consequently AC “‘QC -‘I2 extends to a bounded 
operator in 2 and this operator is the unique optimal value of qN. 
Finally, using gi = gi = II; l12A*h and the very definition of fi, one finds 
(NV wima’ (f) = i (A ,(:‘/“A*fJ Ac(&~‘/~A*fi) 
;= 1 
Thus (cpN) Opt is the composition of A and an orthogonal projection of 
rank ~1. 
Finally, in closing this paper, we turn to the problem of adaptive versus 
non-adaptive information. When N is (adaptive) information let N,, 3’ E R”, 
be the non-adaptive information given by gi = g,(v). 
The heart of the very elegant proof in [13] that “‘adaption doesn’t help” 
is the equality p”(N) = ,uY(N,) between conditional measures. It is apparent 
from (11) that this does not hold generally for non-Gaussian measures ,LL>. 
Nevertheless we have the following. 
THEQREM 3.8. For any allowable error functional E and any infor- 
mation N 
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Further if E is a standard error functional of the form E(f) = H( (1 f (( ), 
r(N) = r* if and only if 
bTl(Y) + ... +Rg,(y)=Rg, + ... +[wg, (25) 
holds for almost all y in R”. 
Proof. Using the results of Proposition 3.1, Lemma 3.2, and Theorem 
3.3 compute 
4v,W=jz Wf-cpJYf)Mf) 
= s Wf- SO(Y)) W’(f) dcL;(y) R” 
= jRn jam W,(Y) s, E(Af- CP(Y)) 
3 jRa j m W,(Y) jx-Wf) 
x &ss,s-w,,(f) MSdy 
= jam jRn jx G4f) d/-+,(f) dMy)dvbl 
m 
2 inf s s YEW 0 Ek!f) &s(y)(f) dv(s) 8 
This proves (24). 
For the final case to be considered it can be read of the above string of 
calculations that r(N) = rn if and only if 
cp(u) = Am(y) Wa) 
r” = r(N,,) Wb) 
holds for almost all y in R”. Combining (26b) with Proposition 3.4 one gets 
(25). The optimal algorithm is given by 
d(YiK=l)= i YiAQi(Yl, ...3 Y,-1) 
i=l 
for almost all y = (y$= 1 in R”. 1 
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